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We report an experimental study of a fluid layer of Prandtl number Pr510.3 subject to a horizontal tem-
perature gradient with the surface open to the air. For certain values of the control parameters ~fluid depth and
temperature difference! the basic flow is destabilized and a pair of so-called oblique hydrothermal waves is
observed. It is found that some main physical features are in agreement with those analyzed by Smith and
Davis @J. Fluid Mech. 132, 119 ~1983!#. Vertical and horizontal temperature profiles were measured, showing
bulk temperature oscillations that propagate in the direction of the temperature gradient. This behavior is
similar to the instability mechanism explained by Smith and Davis for intermediate Pr.
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PACS number~s!: 47.20.Dr, 47.35.1iI. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, interest in instabilities and pattern forma-
tion in convective systems has increased. Several studies
have been devoted to the one-dimensional dynamics in
thermocapillary-buoyancy convection. One of the convective
systems of growing attention is lateral heating, which hap-
pens when a horizontal temperature gradient is imposed on a
fluid layer and provides a situation where the steady convec-
tive basic flow can be destabilized. These systems also have
technical interest, i.e., in solidification processes in silicon
crystal growth, where the instabilities produced by tempera-
ture oscillations cause a defective crystal @1#.
Smith and Davis @2# ~SD! analyzed the linear stability of
an infinite fluid layer of depth h submitted to a constant
horizontal temperature gradient. In this system, as soon as a
temperature gradient is imposed, buoyancy and thermocapil-
lary forces produce a convective circulation. In their analy-
sis, buoyancy forces were not considered and only ther-
mocapillarity was taken into account. Two different basic
states can be distinguished: a return flow ~a closed flow
where the fluid on the surface goes from the hot to the cold
sidewall and returns from the bottom! and a linear flow ~an
open flow where the fluid moves in a unique direction!. In
the former, two hydrothermal waves appear superimposed on
the basic flow for a particular temperature gradient, propa-
gating obliquely upstream, i.e., opposite to the surface flow.
Although thermogravitational effects were analyzed by
Laure and Roux @3# on fluids of low Prandtl numbers Pr,
subsequently some authors studied the linear stability when
both buoyancy and thermocapillary effects are considered. In
addition, Parmentier et al. @4# extended the range of Pr to 10
and found that their results agreed with SD’s results if buoy-
ancy forces were not taken into account, but they were dif-
ferent when these forces were considered.
Oscillatory modes, steady @5# and traveling, have been
observed in various lateral heating experiments. Braunsfurth
and Homsy @6#, for Pr54, observed a transition from a two-
dimensional flow to a steady three-dimensional flow in a
small square configuration ~the ratio between both horizontal
dimensions and the height of fluid was varied from 1 to 8!. In
the experiment of Daviaud and Vince @7# a transition fromPRE 591063-651X/99/59~1!/835~6!/$15.00traveling waves to a stationary pattern was detected for a
particular height (hc) for Pr510. At lower heights the sys-
tem exhibits waves propagating almost perpendicular to the
gradient direction and for greater heights stationary modes
appeared. Schwabe et al. @8#, using a fluid with Pr517, re-
ported a first transition from one stationary roll to several
stationary rolls and a second transition to two kinds of trav-
eling waves observed in both rectangular and annular cavi-
ties. One of the instabilities had similar features to the trav-
eling waves mentioned in Ref. @2#. For a larger Prandtl
number (Pr530) Ezersky et al. @9# found a wave number
close to SD’s value, but the propagating direction was oppo-
site to that predicted. In a recent experiment performed by
Riley and Neitzel @10# with Pr513.9, only a traveling wave
was observed, such as is expected from the nonlinear analy-
sis of Smith @11#.
A theoretical and numerical work carried out by Mercier
and Normand @12# using the same fluid properties as in Ref.
@7# reveals a quantitative agreement for the physical features
of the hydrothermal waves of Ref. @7#. They argue that lat-
eral confinement in experiments could delay the onset of
oscillatory instability. A more recent numerical study @13#
shows a dependence of the oscillatory modes and their char-
acteristics on the lateral confinement.
Several container configurations have been used in the
experiments. In some of them, the length lx in the gradient
direction was smaller than the distance between the other
sides (ly) @7#. On the contrary, other cavities have lx@ly
@14#. The distances lx and ly of our container are much big-
ger than the depth of fluid d (lx;ly@d) and we expect to
avoid confinement effects due to the proximity of the walls.
Depending on whether the Prandtl number is small (Pr
'0) or large (Pr'`), SD @2# and Smith @15# distinguish
two instability mechanisms that give rise to hydrothermal
waves with different dynamical properties. In the case of
small Pr, an initial surface hot spot induces an upward flow
with a lower basic-state velocity toward the surface. As a
result, an inertial force is created in the upstream direction
driving a velocity perturbation. The colder upstream flow
cools the hot spot and after a time it is eliminated. However,
at that moment the upstream flow is still present so that the
surrounding mean temperature is overshot. Now the new835 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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beneath it. Nevertheless, again owing to the inertia, this cold
spot is eliminated and a new hot spot is formed. In this
mechanism the inertia effects produce the proper phasing
between the streamwise flow and the vertical flow. The en-
ergy is extracted from the horizontal basic-state temperature
field. As the flow in the streamwise direction is constrained
by continuity, the proper phasing between it and the vertical
flow cannot be attained and only the spanwise flow survives.
Then a spanwise traveling hydrothermal wave appears.
When Pr is large, inertial effects are absent and so there is
not a proper phasing between the streamwise flow and the
vertical flow. Now the mechanism consists of convective
heating in the interior of the fluid. A hot spot in the form of
a line perpendicular to the gradient direction causes an inte-
rior hot spot to develop at mid-depth toward the hot side.
The temperature of this interior hot spot becomes very large
when the Marangoni number is large enough. Then the inte-
rior spot heats the surface, shifting upstream the original hot
spot and producing hydrothermal waves propagating in the
upstream direction.
According to SD, for an intermediate Pr a combination of
these two mechanisms is present and the instability propa-
gates upstream at some intermediate angle with respect to the
gradient direction. In our experiment a fluid with Pr roughly
10, which could be considered intermediate according to
other studies @9,7#, is used and so both mechanisms can be
expected. For Pr much larger than 10 other mechanisms
based on the destabilization of the boundary layer seem to be
the origin of another kind of instability @16#.
Related to this, first we wondered whether instabilities
such as oblique traveling waves appeared. Second, we
wanted to determine experimentally the temperature field of
the waves in order to obtain evidence of the instability
mechanism of SD in a convective experiment.
In the next section we specify the details of the experi-
mental setup. Results are given in Sec. III, and in Sec. IV we
discuss and compare them with other results. Finally, we
state some conclusions in Sec. V.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The fluid, a silicon oil with Pr510.3 at 25 °C and kine-
matic viscosity n50.65 cS, is placed between two lateral
copper blocks and put into a closed container made of Plexi-
glas to reduce evaporation ~see Fig. 1!. For h52 mm the
evaporated fluid was less than 1% per hour (20 mm/h) and
thus we could not obtain temporal series longer than a few
hours. We consider the x axis as the direction opposite to the
temperature gradient, the y axis perpendicular to x, and the
vertical direction marked by z.
Copper blocks are maintained at different temperatures
T1 and T2 in such a way that the mean temperature inside
the cell is the room temperature Troom522 °C. The maxi-
mum temperature difference (DTmax.12 K) is small
enough to ensure that the physical properties of the fluid are
nearly constant ~Boussinesq approximation!. A water circu-
lation at constant temperature goes through each copper
block providing a stable temperature (60.05 K). Conduc-
tivity of the bottom plate (l50.17 W m21 K21) is similar
to the fluid conductivity (l50.1 W m21 K21). The mass ofthe copper pieces is big enough so that the temperature of the
block is not disturbed by the temperature oscillations on the
fluid. The distances between the blocks lx560 mm and the
other horizontal dimension ly550 mm were kept constant.
The range of the fluid depth was 1.25 mm,h,3.5 mm,
thus the aspect ratio (G5lx /h) had a value between 17 and
48.
Shadowgraph technique was used to capture images from
the top of the cell using a charge-coupled device camera. The
visualization field is limited to a central zone of 40
330 mm2 because of the meniscus. A line of pixels in both
the x and y directions was periodically recorded in a com-
puter to construct spatiotemporal diagrams. Using these im-
ages, the thresholds of the instabilities and some dynamical
characteristics could be measured: wave number, frequency,
and propagating angle of the waves. Nevertheless, these
thresholds are overshot because the wave amplitude must be
large enough to be detected over the noise and thus the pat-
terns of small amplitude cannot be observed.
We carried out several temperature measurements that
were started after a thermalization time of 2 h. The horizon-
tal temperature difference was measured with thermocouples
placed in each copper block. For changes of the temperature
of the extremes the thermalization time was of several min-
utes. This time is long compared to the characteristic thermal
diffusion time h2/k.64 s.
As the aim of this work is to obtain the behavior of the
temperature field into the fluid layer when a horizontal gra-
dient is applied, several procedures were performed to mea-
sure this temperature. Its evolution in time has been regis-
tered by introducing a thermocouple into the fluid whose
spatial position was controlled using a micrometer with an
accuracy of 1 mm. Four thermocouples, aligned along x and
spaced 2.5 mm apart, were needed to obtain the temperature
in various spatial positions on the gradient direction at the
same time. Changing their vertical position, the fluid tem-
perature was registered at several levels. The data acquisition
time between one measurement given by a thermocouple and
FIG. 1. Top view and front view of the experimental cell.
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the oscillations observed.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
According to the value of the parameters, the temperature
difference DT between the copper blocks and fluid depth h,
several regions of stability can be distinguished. The transi-
tions between the stability regions were obtained from shad-
owgraphy ~see Fig. 2!.
(i) From h51.25 mm to h,2mm. When DT is large
enough, a transition from the basic flow ~region I! to travel-
ing waves ~region II! takes place. For an increase of DT
stationary rolls with their axes perpendicular to the gradient
vector are seen superimposed on traveling waves ~region III!.
Thus, in this region both instabilities are coexisting.
(ii) From h52 mm to h52.75 mm. Basic flow is destabi-
lized giving rise to stationary rolls perpendicular to the tem-
perature gradient ~region IV!. The number of rolls decreases
and their width increases as h increases. For a higher DT a
second transition to traveling waves is observed without the
presence of rolls ~region V!.
(iii) From h.2.75 mm to h,3.5 mm. Only waves were
obtained ~region VI!.
Traveling instabilities in regions II, III, V, and VI present
a similar behavior: a pair of waves traveling from the cold to
the hot sidewall whose wave vector forms an angle with the
temperature gradient ~Fig. 3!. For h52 mm, the minimal
DT at the threshold of the rolls was 6 K and the transition to
traveling waves took place at 6.5 K.
The transition from the basic flow to the stationary rolls is
not well defined. The discontinuous line signals the mini-
mum DT from which we can observe the rolls, in spite of the
existence under this line of rolls with lower amplitude. For
FIG. 2. Stability regions of oscillatory and stationary modes.
The transition to traveling waves is represented by j and the tran-
sition to rolls by m . Vertical discontinuous line divides regions III
and V only for clarity.h.2.75 mm, only one roll fills the whole cell. For h
53.5 mm and higher, other traveling oscillations were seen
at the same time as the first we previously observed, al-
though the propagation direction was downstream and the
wave vector and frequency were very different. These waves
are more similar to those found in fluid with larger Pr @9#.
For h,1.25 mm we could not obtain a good image with our
system due to the layer being too shallow.
The main physical properties, the frequency, wave num-
ber, and angle between the wave vector and gradient, were
obtained at threshold for the parameter values through spa-
tiotemporal diagrams. The magnitudes used to nondimen-
sionalize were h for length and h2/n for time. Thus the non-
dimensional wave number was almost constant at the
average K52.2 and the frequency varied according to depth
between 4.1,v,15.9. Both properties are shown in Figs. 4
and 5.
The influence of the dimensions of the cell in the different
dynamical behaviors observed in many experiments is still
unknown. However, from some experiments @7,17# it seems
that if the distance between heaters is shorter, waves are seen
for a lower temperature difference. When this distance was
10 mm, the minimal threshold was found to be between 3
and 4 K @7#. An increase to 30 mm gave rise to a higher
temperature difference: 4 K @17#. We obtained another value
FIG. 3. Top image of the hydrothermal waves obtained by shad-
owgraph technique. Cold sidewall is indicated by T2 and hot side-
wall by T1 . Both of the two oblique waves are traveling from the
cold to the hot side at the same time.
FIG. 4. Nondimensional wave number vs the fluid depth at the
threshold of the waves.
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changed to 40 mm. Finally, for lx560 mm the minimum
temperature difference reached 6.5 K in our experiment. Ac-
cording to this result, a longer lx could mean that a higher
DT is needed for the waves to be present and so both param-
eters govern the appearance of the waves.
Because of the relevance of the horizontal gradient in the











where b5u]T/]xu is the gradient, a the thermal expansion
coefficient, g the gravity, s the surface tension, n the kine-
matic viscosity, k the thermal diffusivity, and m the dynamic
viscosity. In most of the measurements Ma was greater than
Ra, so thermocapillary forces were dominant. For instance,
for h52 mm Ma was twice Ra. We also considered a be f f
as the constant gradient ~effective gradient! in the center of
the cell, far from the influence of the sidewalls. This be f f
was used because the measurements were obtained in the
central bulk, in which the temperature profile is linear.
Through temperature measurements obtained from thermo-
couples placed in this region of the fluid, for a constant
height (h52 mm), we saw that Ma.500 and so this value
approaches the theoretical Marangoni (Ma.390) found by
SD for an infinite length layer. As this theoretical result did
not take into account the influence of the sidewalls that lead
to a linearity breaking of the temperature profile near the end
of the cell, a good comparison between experimental and
theoretical results must be fulfilled away from the sidewalls,
in the central region of the fluid. Perhaps this could be the
cause of the difference existing between numerical values
calculated in some articles and experimental data ~here Ma
51028 for h52 mm) found when the temperature differ-
ence in the whole cell was considered. Despite taking this
into consideration, the numerical values are lower @13# than
FIG. 5. Nondimensional frequency vs the fluid depth at the
threshold of the waves.experimental ones. The numerical calculation of Ref. @3# in
two dimensions provides a Ma5283 for an aspect ratio equal
to 20 considering a temperature with constant slope.
A usual discrepancy presented in experiments is the angle
between the wave vector and the temperature gradient. Our
results show a variable angle, which is limited between 35°
and 55°, whereas the theoretical values are smaller. SD show
a variable angle according to the Prandtl number that for
Pr510 is Q520°. Parmentier et al. @4# found a greater
angle because of the inclusion of the buoyancy forces in their
analysis. However, none of these papers studies the influence
of the geometry of the container, which could be relevant in
experiments.
For a constant height of fluid h52 mm, temperature
horizontal profiles were measured by introducing one or four
thermocouples in the fluid bulk. The linearity of the mean
horizontal temperatures in the core region for several levels
from the surface to the bottom is observed. Each point of the
profile has been calculated by making an average of the tem-
perature fluctuations detected with the thermocouples. Tem-
perature oscillations measured with four thermocouples at
the same level near the bottom are shown in Fig. 6~a! and
oscillations using only one thermocouple at several vertical
levels are plotted in Fig. 6~b!. The maximum amplitude of
the oscillations had a value of 0.1 K. As can be seen in Fig.
6~b!, this amplitude is higher near the bottom and lower at
the surface. The frequency of the oscillations is the same as
that obtained by optical methods. Considering these waves as
sinusoidal signals, we performed some calculations to get the
maximum and minimum temperature ranges. The results are
given in Fig. 7, which clearly shows that the highest ampli-
tude is located near the bottom.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this section we discuss and compare our results with
other experimental and theoretical results calculated for Pr
510. We obtained a wave number K52.2 similar to some
experiments @7# and close to the value found by SD (K
52.6). The direction of the traveling waves, opposite to the
direction of the surface flow, is in agreement with SD’s
analysis, although the experimental angle between the wave
vector and the gradient is different from the theoretical value.
If RaÞ0 is considered @4# the angle approaches our experi-
mental value. The analysis carried out by Mercier and Nor-
mand @12# finds an angle similar to ours when thermocapil-
lary forces dominate buoyancy effects. However, data given
in other experiments are very different. For this reason we
think that the angle could be influenced by the geometry of
the container. Experiments with a wide range of dimensions
are currently being undertaken in order to clarify this behav-
ior.
The dimensionless frequency (v57.4) for h52 mm is
close to the value found by Daviaud and Vince @7#, v510. A
nearby value was also obtained by Mercier and Normand
from their numerical work @12#. If we carry out the same
nondimensionalization used by SD, our result v50.011 is
half their value v50.02. In addition, as has been mentioned
before, the theoretical Ma is smaller than the Ma found in
experiments. These two experimental results ~a lower v and
a higher Ma! probably mean that energy is being dissipated
PRE 59 839TEMPERATURE OSCILLATIONS OF HYDROTHERMAL . . .from some part of the system, such as the surface or the
bottom of the cell, which might not be as isolated as we
thought. On the other hand, whereas theoretical works con-
sider infinite systems, our experimental container has large
but finite horizontal aspect ratios.
SD distinguished two types of instability for small and
large Pr when the structure of basic flow is the return flow
~see @15#!. The instability propagates almost exactly in the
spanwise direction when Pr is small and almost exactly up-
stream if Pr is large. For intermediate Pr the propagating
angle would be between 80° and 7.9°. As we showed in Sec.
III, although the analysis of SD determines an angle Q
520° for Pr510, the influence of the geometry of the cell on
the one hand and the consideration of the buoyancy forces
(RaÞ0) on the other hand would vary this value to some-
thing close to the experimental data.
FIG. 6. Temperature oscillations for h52 mm in the central
fluid bulk. ~a! Using four thermocouples horizontally placed at 0.5
mm from the bottom. The signals correspond to thermocouples
spaced 2.5 mm from 25 mm, near the hot side ~top signal!, to 32.5
mm ~bottom signal, which acquires the lowest temperature!. Tem-
perature fluctuation amplitude (.0.1 K) is similar in all of them.
~b! With a thermocouple at each of five vertical levels: 2 mm ~sur-
face!, 1.5 mm, 1 mm, 0.5 and 0 mm ~bottom!. Data are consecu-
tively plotted starting with surface measurements ~top signal! and
finishing with the temperature measurements at the bottom ~bottom
signal!. It can be noted that the deeper the thermocouple is placed,
the higher the amplitude detected.The first instability mechanism ~for small Pr! takes place
as a result of inertia forces dominating viscous strengths,
whereas in the second one ~for large Pr! viscous forces domi-
nate. In this latter case, owing to thermocapillary forces, a
temperature perturbation develops, which interacts with the
velocity field of the return flow and as a result an interior hot
spot is produced. This hot spot heats the surface and the
surrounding fluid and it moves to the hot side when the sup-
ply of energy is large enough. As a result, waves are shown
traveling upstream whose temperature amplitude is higher
near the bottom than at the surface.
From the isotherms of Fig. 5 in Ref. @15#, for large Pr, it
is not difficult to obtain the nondimensional variation of the
temperature perturbation flow field in the fluid bulk accord-
ing to depth. The result shows an increase in the oscillations
amplitude near the bottom and a minimum value at the sur-
face. Our experimental data present a similar behavior,
which is shown in Fig. 6~b!. If the perturbation field is su-
perimposed on the vertical profile of the basic flow ~Fig. 1 of
Ref. @15#!, traveling waves with a higher amplitude near the
bottom are obtained, as was measured in this experiment
~Fig. 7!.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We obtained a wave number K52.2, for Pr510, which is
similar to that found in other experimental and theoretical
works. A pair of oblique hydrothermal waves that propagate
upstream, i.e., in the same direction as the temperature gra-
dient, were observed, like those SD found. The difference
between the experimental and the theoretical angle could be
due to some imposition of the geometry of the cell, but this
difference might be smaller because of the presence of buoy-
ancy forces. With lx longer than in other experiments, a
higher DT at the threshold has been found. Although the Ma-
FIG. 7. Curves of the maximum and minimum temperatures of
the oscillations obtained with four thermocouples horizontally
spaced 2.5 mm and placed at each of the five height levels from the
surface to the bottom. Each pair of curves with the same type of line
indicates the maximum and minimum temperatures measured by a
thermocouple.
840 PRE 59MIGUEL ANGEL PELACHO AND JAVIER BURGUETErangoni number calculated for a constant temperature gradi-
ent comes near the theoretical value, the higher experimental
Ma and the lower frequency could mean that there is a dis-
sipation mechanism in the system.
From the measurements obtained through thermocouples
with h52 mm, we observed waves with the same unique
frequency v51.2 Hz as was obtained from the spatiotem-
poral diagram. Vertical and linear horizontal profiles were
obtained in the fluid bulk as well as the temperature oscilla-
tions. The agreement between the amplitude, which is maxi-
mum near the bottom, and some conclusions extracted from
numerical results of SD provides support for the instability
mechanism suggested by these authors. Nevertheless, moremeasurements in the whole bulk at several depths and a con-
tainer with a wide range of dimensions would enable us to
obtain more general behavior.
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